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QUESTION 1

You need to troubleshoot the execution of a Mapping and visualize the data contained in the ODI Staging tables while
the Mapping is being executed. 

How must you proceed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Start a Mapping in Debug mode and use breakpoints and the Get Data featureto query the data contained in the
Staging tables. 

B. Modifya Knowledge Module to dump the Staging tables\\' data into log files for review. 

C. Use variables in a Package to query the Staging tablesand evaluate the variable values. 

D. Reverse engineer the Staging tables in a Modeland review the data contained in it. 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/rkm.htm#ODIKD909) 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to reverse engineer a flat file that contains multiple record formats. How must you proceed? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Create a Data Server by using the File technology and specify the various record formats while reverse engineering
the file. 

B. Create a Data Server by using the XML technology, create annXSDfile by using the Native Format Builder, and then
reverse engineer it in a Model. 

C. Create a Data Server by using theFile technology, create annXSDfile by using the Native Format Builder, and then
reverse engineer it in a Model. 

D. Create a Data Server by using the Complex File technology, create annXSDfile by using the NativeFormat Builder,
and then reverse engineer it in aModel. 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://blogs.oracle.com/dataintegration/entry/oracle_data_integrator_11_1) 

 

QUESTION 3

Updates have been made to Mappings in a package. 

What must you do to ensure that the Production team runs a scenario that contains those updates while preserving the
existing scenario\\'s schedule? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Regenerate the existing scenario. 

B. Nothing, the existing scenario will automaticallybe updated. 
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C. Generate a new scenario and create a new schedule. 

D. Generate a new scenario and attach the previous scenario\\'s schedule to it. 

Correct Answer: A 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/scenarios.htm#ODIDG470) 

 

QUESTION 4

How are the domains of ODI Agents configured? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. by using Upgrade Assistant 

B. by using ODI Studio 

C. by using Domain Creation Assistant 

D. by using Configuration Wizard 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/core/ODING/configure_jee.htm#ODING291) 

 

QUESTION 5

How can you define the order in which target data stores are loaded in a Mapping? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ODI automatically computes the load order based on the order on which the data stores were added to the Mapping. 

B. You can use the Target Order field. 

C. You can use the Target Load Order field. 

D. You can use the Load Order field. 

Correct Answer: C 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/mappings.htm#ODIDG1562) 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is correct about the tasks that Standalone Agents perform? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. They update or modify code to be executed, check security, select database servers, and update log files after
execution. 

B. They schedule scenarios to be executed, check security, constraints and update log files after execution. 

C. They retrieve code from the execution repository and request database servers, operatingsystems, or scripting
engines for execution. 
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D. They schedule code from the execution repository and update log files after execution. 

Correct Answer: C 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12641/overview.htm#ODIGS423) 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to ensure that the Physical Mapping Design cannot be modified even if the Logical Design of the Mapping is
changed. 

What sequence of steps must you follow to achieve this? (Choose the best answer) 

A. Go to the Physical tab, select theFixedDesign check boxof the Physical Mapping Design. 

B. Go to the Physical tab, select the Is Frozen check box of the Physical Mapping Design. 

C. Go to the Physical tab, select the Read-only check box of the Physical Mapping Design. 

D. Go to the Physical tab, deselect theModify check boxof the Physical Mapping Design. 

Correct Answer: C 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/mappings.htm#ODIDG1560) 

 

QUESTION 8

How are the ODI repositories upgraded? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. by using Opatch 

B. by using ODI Studio 

C. by using the import/export utilities 

D. by using Upgrade Assistant 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://odibeginnertutorials.blogspot.in/2013/12/odi-12c-installation-and-odi-12c.html) 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer wants a project in ODI, which contains a user function, to translate commands with different syntax for
different technologies but with the same functionality. 

How can you achieve this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The project must be explicitly mapped within an ODI mapping. 

B. A customize knowledge module is needed. 
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C. An ODI procedure must be associated with it. 

D. It can be defined for every technology listed in the topology. 

Correct Answer: D 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23943_01/integrate.1111/e12643/procedures.htm#ODIDG464) 

 

QUESTION 10

Which tables created by ODI contain error records? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ERR$ 

B. ERROR$ 

C. ODI_ERR$ 

D. E$ 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/ckm.htm#ODIKD925) 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to deploy the generated code manually in a source or target server, before executing a mapping in ODI. 

How can you accomplish this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You need not deploy the generated code manually in a source or target server. ODI Agent coordinates the execution
of commands prepared for the job, and executes them on the correct server. 

B. You must deploy the generated code manually in a source or target server. You must then compile the generated
code and then double-check if the code prepared for the development server is the same as the code for the production
server. 

C. You need not deploy the generated code manually in a source or target server. ODI prepares a package for the
development environment. 

D. You must deploy the generated code manually in a source or target server. You must copy all procedures generated
into the development, test, and production servers. 

Correct Answer: A 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/intro.htm#ODIDG149) 

 

QUESTION 12

Which product is included in ODI web-based components? (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. Oracle BPEL Process Manager 

B. Oracle GoldenGate 

C. ODI Console 

D. Oracle WebLogic Server 

Correct Answer: C 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/oracledi- architecture-1129425.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 13

You create two mappings that both use the same changed data and run at different times. One runs every 15 minutes
and the other runs once every day. 

What must you do to ensure that the Mapping that gets executed more often does not consume the changed data
required by the other Mapping? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Use Consistent CDC, do not perform a purge of the journal data when the first Mapping gets executed, and manually
change theJRN_SUBSCRIBERcolumn in the correspondingJ$table to keep the changed data present for the second
Mapping. 

B. Create a third mapping to copy the changed data to a staging table, which is used as the source of the second
Mapping. 

C. Duplicate the source data store for each Mapping. 

D. Create two distinct subscribers for each Mapping. 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://odiexperts.com/changed-data-capture-cdc/) 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to override the code generated by ODI and provide a custom SQL statement as the source of a Mapping. 

How must you proceed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Duplicate theIntegration Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

B. Duplicate the Check Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

C. In the Physical tab of a Mapping, click one of the source data stores, select the Extract Options, and enter the SQL
statement in theCUSTOM_TEMPLATEfield. 

D. Duplicate the Loading Knowledge module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

Correct Answer: C 

(https://blogs.oracle.com/dataintegration/entry/sessionizing_data_with_match_recognize) 
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QUESTION 15

Which two statements are true about big data support in ODI? (Choose two.) 

A. ODI uses its own transformation engine to process data in a Hadoop cluster. 

B. ODI performs data transformations inside a Hadoop cluster. 

C. ODI must perform data transformations outside Hadoop in an Oracle database. 

D. ODI allows moving data in and out of a Hadoop cluster. 

Correct Answer: BD 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/odi/develop-app- adapters/hadoop.htm#ODIAA193) 
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